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PROJECT OVERVIEW 

Project Site Background Information 

Wolf Trap National Park for the Performing Arts is a unit of the National Park Service that was 
designated on October 15, 1966 when Congress accepted a gift from Catherine Filene Shouse, a 
devotee to the performing arts, and authorized the creation of Wolf Trap Farm Park (original name) in 
Vienna, Virginia, as the first and only national park for the performing arts. Encroaching roads and 
suburban development inspired Shouse to preserve this former farm as a park where people could find 
spiritual nourishment in the peacefulness of nature and enjoyment in the performing arts. Shouse 
donated land for the park, including five existing buildings, and funds towards building the Filene 
Center outdoor performing arts complex. 

Located in northern Virginia, 15 miles west of Washington, DC, the park encompasses approximately 
130 acres of scenic property. Wolf Trap National Park for the Performing Arts provides a natural 
enclave in the midst of an increasingly urbanized northern Virginia. Approximately 24 acres of the park 
land is developed in paved roads, trails, and structures, leaving about 65 acres of natural woodland, 
streams, and wetland and a wide variety of plants, animals, birds, and wildflowers. The park’s natural 
areas add green space to a dense suburb, provide refuge for many species, serve as a migration rest 
area for wildlife, and serve as a living biology classroom to the community. 

The success of presenting performing arts at Wolf Trap National Park for the Performing Arts is the 
result of a partnership between a government agency—the National Park Service—and a private 
organization—the Wolf Trap Foundation for the Performing Arts. The National Park Service oversees 
park management, sponsors both interpretive and educational programs, and directs operation and 
maintenance of technical equipment and backstage facilities that serve performing artists. The Wolf 
Trap Foundation, a private not-for-profit corporation founded at the request of the Department of the 
Interior, is responsible for artistic programming, public relations, and marketing. Both organizations 
provide services to visitors that allow for safe and enjoyable experiences at the park. Together the 
National Park Service and the Wolf Trap Foundation foster the park’s unique performing arts 
experience that is centered on artistic excellence in an outdoor setting. 

Project Description and Purpose 

Currently within the meadow area of the park there are outdoor areas which are used for pre-
performance dining and socializing, special events and group outings that are currently covered in 
temporary vinyl tents that must be erected each spring and taken down each fall and are not suitable 
for off-season use. These areas include the Associates, Terrace, and Ovations Restaurant Decks which 
have elevated wooden decks to which are attached aluminum frame structures. Encore Lounge consists 
of an enclosed small log cabin structure and a stone patio over which is an aluminum framed structure. 
For each of the areas, a temporary PVC vinyl event tent covering (overhead and with deployable side 
panels) is installed each pre-season and removed post-season. The aluminum frame support structures 
consist of vertical and horizontal braces, tension rods, and guy wires. Under each tent frame is 
electrical infrastructure to support lighting, ceiling fans, and food and beverage service. 
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The temporary vinyl tents are not ideal in a number of ways. The relationships of the tents to the to 
their surroundings are not purposeful and arguably diminish the visitor’s overall appreciation of the 
natural, cultural and architectural contexts of the Park. They represent an operational inconvenience in 
that they must be partially dismantled seasonally. Additionally, Wolf Trap Foundation and Park 
management believe the current tent structures pose a public safety concern, especially during severe 
weather events, a common occurrence during the summer performance season. 

The proposed project would construct permanent structures to replace the temporary which would 
cover the Terrace, Associates, Encore, and Ovations deck areas. Permanent, sturdier covers would look 
better, provide greater protection from inclement weather, and would make them usable in the off 
season. Also proposed are architectural fixed louvers and roll-down deployable curtains which together 
provide protection from the elements at the open sides of the structures during weather events. 

The proposed wooden structures are intended to be materially evocative of the wood clad, 
contemporary aesthetic of the Filene Center while their form and massing express respect for the 
architectural vernacular of the existing farm buildings to which they are adjacent. The design has been 
informed by the parallel development of Cultural Landscape Report guidelines (currently underway) 
and the Design Principles outlined therein. 

These permanent improvements will enhance the visitor experience and offer improved protection 
from the weather, while remaining open air and maintaining a sense of connection with the natural 
surroundings. They will also serve as places of temporary refuge in the event of evacuations or during 
severe weather events. The 2019 Cooperative Agreement assigned the Foundation these Spaces and 
Facilities for year-round use. With permanent structures at these Spaces and Facilities, the Foundation 
will have the opportunity to generate program income for activities authorized in the Cooperative 
Agreement outside of the summer performance season, primarily in the fall and spring. 

Description of Project Area 

The project area consists of (4) separate sites: “Ovations” (restaurant); “Encore” (lounge); “Associates” 
(special events); and “Terrace” deck (special events). We will refer to these sites by the names in 
quotations throughout these documents. The sites are located along a natural ridge line and they are 
associated with the existing farm core area of the Park. 

Each of these sites has an existing outdoor gathering area covered by a temporary tent structure. The 
new permanent structures replace the temporary in the same locations and within the same footprint. 
In all locations with existing wood decks, the construction of the new structure’s foundations require 
removal and rebuilding of the floor decks as part of the work. This is expected to be true to a large 
degree also for the slate patio at Encore, though efforts will be made to reuse and retain as much as 
possible of the existing. The intent at all locations is to generally work with the existing deck/patio 
footprints to minimize disturbance to existing landscape and hardscape. The floor plans depict the 
relationships of the new footprints to the existing for reference. All four locations have proximities to 
mature trees and this work is intended to work with the tree locations without negative impact. 

Terrace deck stands alone in not associated with an adjacent, existing building. All existing decks and 
the patios are later day additions to the Park and are considered as non-contributing to the cultural 
context. 
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Description of the Proposed Development and Alternatives 

The Project represents improvement of existing facilities and uses rather than new development or 
changes of site use. Consequently, major alternatives were not considered. During Concept design, 
several alternative approaches to massing and architectural character of the new structures were 
explored, with a consensus emerging that the new structures should relate as additions to existing 
adjacent buildings, using a compatible architectural vernacular while the materiality of exposed wood 
structure would draw reference to the iconic Filene Center. 

Master Plan Alignment 

Wolf Trap National Park for the Performing Arts completed a General Management Plan in 1997 which 
provides management guidance for how parks will carry out statutory responsibilities for protection of 
park resources unimpaired for future generations while providing for appropriate visitor use and 
enjoyment. The plan address issues related to patron and visitor accommodations and services; 
parking and traffic circulation; impacts on the natural, cultural, and socioeconomic environments; 
interpretation of the performing arts; and appropriate locations and levels of use by patrons and 
visitors. 

These permanent tent structures are being developed consistent with the objectives of the General 
Management Plan related to improvements of patron services. Due to the age of the General 
Management Plan the NPS is currently working on an update to the plan along with the development 
of a Cultural Landscape Report. 

Schedule 

The Tents Replacement project represents the first phase of a broader set of Park renovations and 
improvements in commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the Park’s creation. The other 
improvement projects will be outlined in an update to the existing Master Plan, which is currently 
being developed for review and approval. The preliminary project schedule for the Tents Replacement 
contemplates construction of the Project commencing in September/October 2020 with the 
renovations completed in time for the start of the 2021 performance season. It is anticipated that 
completion of these noticeable Park improvement - the tents replacement with permanent structures -
will be have a positive impact on the Foundation’s fundraising efforts for the other, future projects. 

Project Cost Estimate 

The Tents Replacement Project will be funded by the Wolf Trap Foundation by way of donations from 
private donors. While the Foundation has obtained soft commitments for the full funding of the 
Project, fundraising remains on-going while firm commitments are obtained to fully fund the initial 
phase projects. 

An initial project estimate has been prepared; however, the estimate is very preliminary, and the 
Project has not yet been bid by subcontractors. The target budget is $3.5M for the four structures and 
efforts are currently under way to refine the estimates toward that goal. 
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OUTREACH AND COORDINATION 

Public Engagement 

Since this project proposes to improve existing facilities, there wasn’t public engagement in the 
development of the design. Public engagement will be sought in the development of the Master 
Plan/Environmental Assessment which is currently underway. 

Coordination with Federal, State, and Local Jurisdictions 

The design-in-progress was presented to the VA State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) in mid-
April for initial feedback and a subsequently revised and formally submitted for Schematic Design 
review on May 1, 2020, (That submission package is included here for information in the Appendix.) 
The team also hosted a virtual work session with the SHPO and the National Capital Planning 
Commission staff on May 5,, 2020. The team received feedback from the SHPO in the first half of May 
and the design presented here incorporates design refinements intended to respond to the SHPO’s 
comments and recommendations. 

The project is being designed to conform with the Virginia State building construction codes, however, 
at this time internal code-compliance review by NPS is anticipated in lieu of review and permitting with 
the local government authority. 

Landscape and Streetscape Plan 

The new work preserves all mature trees at the individual sites but disturbance of minor plantings 
adjacent the work areas during construction is inevitable. The project will involve some temporary 
relocation and/or restoration of minor plantings. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Historic Preservation 

The area of potential effect includes these four structures and the surrounding cultural landscape. The 
NPS is currently undertaking multiple efforts to increase the baseline documentation of cultural 
resources at the park. A cultural landscape report is currently being drafted to help inform this and 
other planned projects. A 2017 HSR for the Filene Center determined that it was potentially eligible for 
the National Register. In addition to a 1997 Archaeological Overview and Assessment (J.F. Pousson, FX-
353), the NPS completed a draft Phase I archaeology assessment of the Park in 2019. This project will 
involve ground disturbance but only in the previously disturbed footprints of the deck structures. In 
1996, the NPS, in consultation with the VA SHPO, evaluated structures within the park and at that time 
determined that none were eligible. The NPS recognizes that determinations of eligibility need to be 
updated regarding the proposed undertaking. Below provides the history of construction and 
subsequent modification of the four buildings that need permanent deck covers. 

Ovations was constructed in 1996. The Ranger barn is a gabled-roofed, wood frame structure utilized 
for storage and restrooms on the ground floor and NPS staff offices on the second floor and is adjacent 
The exterior design is reflective of the rural-agrarian nature of the site, conveying the character of a 
working farm while providing for on-site visitor amenities, offered only in association with 
performances in the Filene Center. The wood deck was added shortly after building construction. The 
deck contains a tubular tent superstructure, which is attached to the deck, that is covered with a vinyl 
tent covering seasonally. 
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Associates House was constructed circa late-1940s early-1950s. The house is a one story, brick building 
built by the Shouses. Most likely, it served as a home for her children and their families when they 
visited the farm and so derived its name. Several additions and alterations have been made to the 
building during its history. A “temporary” trailer was placed behind the building in the 1960s and was 
used for park operations when the NPS took control of the park. The temporary trailer ultimately 
attached to the Associates House and is extant today. The wood deck addition was added circa 1998 
for visitor use. The deck contains a tubular tent superstructure, attached to the deck, that is covered 
with a vinyl tent cover seasonally. 

The Encore Cabin, originally referred to as the Trappers shelter, was reconstructed on site in the 1970s 
(dismantled from a location in Fredericksburg, VA) and has been substantially rehabilitated during its 
reconstruction with numerous logs being replaced in-kind and re-chinked. Additionally, a stone 
fireplace was added to the west gable end during this period. An addition for restrooms was added to 
the east end in 2005. A flagstone patio was likely added during the 1970s reconstruction and has been 
expanded over the history of the building. The patio contains a tubular tent superstructure that is 
covered with a vinyl tent cover seasonally. 
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Terrace is an elevated, free-standing wood deck constructed in circa 1996. The deck apron is covered 
with shrubs and vegetation. The deck contains a tubular tent superstructure, which is attached to the 
deck, that is covered with a tent cover seasonally. 

The park has concluded that the project will result in a finding of Adverse Effect to cultural resources 
due to the effects of the tents on the landscape, not due to any direct effect to historic structures. The 
NPS is consulting with the SHPO to develop and execute an MOA. 

Natural Resources 

Approximately 24 acres of the park land is developed in paved roads, trails, and structures, leaving 
about 65 acres of natural woodland, streams, and wetland and a wide variety of plants, animals, birds, 
and wildflowers. The park’s natural areas add green space to a dense suburb, provide refuge for many 
species, serve as a migration rest area for wildlife, and serve as a living biology classroom to the 
community. 

The NPS has determined that this project does not cumulatively or individually have the potential for 
significant environmental impacts and completed a Categorical Exclusion utilizing C.8 Replacement in 
kind of minor structures and facilities with little or no change in location, capacity, or appearance. 

Energy and Sustainability 

The Project improves footprints that already have built structures and therefore does not represent 
either an increase in built area from current conditions or a significant conversion of existing landscape 
to built area. The configurations of new work respect the presences of existing mature trees which are 
ecological resources. 

The new structures are principally heavy timber sourced from pine species, a renewable resource that 
sequesters carbon from the environment. Being open air structures, there are no mechanical systems 
apart from ceiling fans. All lighting interior to the deck covers will be LED luminaires, low energy 
consumption, low maintenance. Existing power provided at the sites will be reused without increase to 
the current electrical use intensity (EUI). 
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Public Realm and View Sheds 

Significant views at Wolf Trap are primarily defined by topography, vegetation, and cluster 
arrangement. Two primary types of views are identified within the study area in the draft CLR: broad 
views of the surrounding landscape, and enclosed views associated with performance spaces. 

Several broad-scale views are associated with the ridge running north-south through the center of the 
site. From the top of the ridge, visitors experience expansive views of the east and west meadows. 
Along the ridgeline itself are views of the cluster of agricultural and domestic scale buildings within the 
Farm Core. The Farm Core also creates a dramatic focal point when looking up the slope of the meadow 
from Wolf Trap Run. 

Limited modifications to views have occurred since the end of the period of significance due to the 
addition and removal of buildings and structures within the Farm Core, Filene Center complex, and East 
Meadow. These activities, as well as changes to ornamental planting beds, canopy trees, and turf areas, 
result in minor impacts to historically important relationships. 
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Flooding 

Flooding is not a concern for these project sites. They are located at a high ridge that runs through the 
Park and are effectively at the highest elevations available. They are well above the floodplain at the 
bottom of the ridge. FEMA maps indicate our sites are in Zone X, Area of Minimal Flood Hazard. 

Stormwater Management 

This project will not increase the amount of impervious surface. Today, precipitation landing on the 
temporary tents is largely unmanaged apart from some fabric guttering to redirect downfall away from 
areas where patrons pass in and out of the tents or where tents abut existing buildings directly. 
Rainwater mostly rolls off the tent roof surfaces and falls to adjacent surfaces and landscape. The 
permanent structures will take a more active management approach, utilizing eave gutters and 
downspouts to convey water to adjacent landscapes for ultimate infiltration. While not fully designed 
at this time – design will be finalized in conjunction with finalization of foundations and associated soil 
testing - , care will be taken to distribute the infiltration rather than concentrate at points which could 
create adverse impacts to the landscape. Runoff from the new roofs will in no circumstances be 
directed towards existing building roofs adjacent. 

A holistic approach to stormwater management for the Park is being developed currently as part of a 
future, proposed revision to the existing Master Plan. 

end Written Description section 
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